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BIACCESSIBLE POINTS 

A. R. Todd, E. Beckenstein, and 1. Narici 

A point is biaccessible if it can be approached by two eS5entially differ 
ent sequences. A topological 5paCe is biaccessible if it has a den5e subset of 
biaccessible points. The elementary properties of such points and spaces 
are established while some of their qu.irks are revealed in examples. We 
characterize K unen ’s sequentially small spaces as tbose which do not coo
tain an embedded copy of ß N , and we relate tbe above to sequenlially 
pinched spaces , tbose Ha usdorff spaces having no closed subspace whicb 
is homeomorphic to an infinite subspaæ of ß N- We cooclude witb two 
quest ions. 

1. Introduction 
T denotes an arbitrary (no bu il t- in separation axioms) topo logical 

space throughou t. 

By a discl'e te sequence we mean a sequellce (tn) of d빼nct polmwhose subspace topology is dlSClete 

Two extremes of “accessibility" of a pOillt t E T arc: 
(1) A discrete sequeoæ cooverges to t 
(II ) No di screte sequeoce has 1 as a cluster point , 

lsolated point5 are certaioy of type I1: 50 are weak P-poinls-point5 wbich 
are not accumulatioo points of any couotahle subset ([9], [12]). As 、，veal‘

P-points of N * = ßN\ N exist ([12]) , they constitute a dense subset of 
nonisolated poir따 。fN‘ ([6 , 65.이) of type II. Non isolated points of first 
countabJe I-Jausdorff spaces are of type J since they arc Jimits of discrete 
sequeoces 

In this paper we study an accessibJiJity property (Def. 1.1) which 
lies between 1 aod II. Interest in biaccessiblity arose from a condition 
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concerning an automatic continuity result in analysis ([1. p.267 , condition 
H]). 

T he first infinite and first uncountable ordinals are denoted by ω and 
ω1 ， respectively. If every neighborhood of a point t contains infinitely 
many points of a set E then t is called an ω accumulation point of E . (1n 
T1-spaces the notions of accumulation point and ω accumulat ion point 
coincide.) A point t is a cluster point of a sequence (t n) of distinct points 
iff t is an (ωμ-요ac야띠c\ω띠umu뼈1 

If a s뻐ubse하t E 0이f T is closed whenever E contains each limit of every 
converge마 sequence of points of E tben T is called a sequ. entia.l space ([4 , 
p.78]). For terms not defined here, see [4J , [6J or [8J 

D efinition 1.l. (a) We say that T is biaccessible at t or t hat t is a 
biaccessible point 01 T if t is a common accumulat ion poin t of two disjoint 
countably infinite subsets D and E whose union D u E is discrete in its 
subspace topology. Tbe set of biaccessible points of T is denoted bi T 

(b) We say t hat T is a biaccessible space if it is biaccessible at each 
point of a dense subset 

Limits of discrete sequences are biaccessible: if t’‘ • t then every 
subsequence of tn has t as a cluster poi nt . A nonisolated point t of a 
sequential space T is a limit of a sequence of points dist inct from t : if T is 
Hausdorff, then t is a biaccessible point of T. A Hausdorlf space without 
I S이ated poin싫 (a) which is sequential or (b) which has a dense subset of 
fìrst countable points is a biaccessible space. On the othere hand , no point 
t of ßN is biaccessib le - 1f t is a cluster point of a discrete sequence (μ) 
in ßN then at most one of any two disjoint subsequences of (tn) has t as 
a cluster p이nt (2 .5)- so ß N is not a biaccessible space (cf. 1.2b ) 

Examples l.2. (a) For t E ß N \ N , equip N u {t} with its subspace 
topology; t is the unique accurnulation point of the discrete sequence (n) 
and is not biaccessible 

(b) There exist points p E βN\N which are accumu lation points of 
discrete sequences (Pn) from ßN \N; any such p is also an accumulation 
point of the discrete sequence (n ). However, {Pn} U {n} is clearly not 
di screte 

(c) The point ω is the only biaccessible point in the ordinal space ω + 1 
(d) No point of a discrete or an indiscrete space is biaccessible. 

(e) Let N be endowed ‘w‘v…’ 

segments {k : k < n }, n E N. 1t is first countable and nei ther discrete nor 
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indiscrete. As it has no infinite discrete subsets (the only discrete subset 
is {1}) , it is devoid of biaccessible points. 

(f) N with the cofinite topology is a sequential T1-space. It has no 
infinite discrete subsets, hence no biaccessible points. 

(g) Let R+ be the nonnegative reals. The long line ([6, 16H], [4,3. 12.18]) 
T= ωt x R+ in its lexi cographic order is a biaccessible space. T with ω1 
adjoined as the greatest element. is the long segment and Wt is the on ly 
non-biaccessible point in this compact Hausdorff space; it is first countable 
at all other points. 

Dow and Vaughan have investigated biaccessible points in contrase
quential spaces in [3] 

2. A sequential characterization; stability properties 

The following charaderistics of biaccessibility and biaccessible spaces 
follow readily 

2.1 (a) t E bi T iff there exists a discrete sequence (μ) such that t is a 
cluster point of (t 2n ) and (t 2n - t) 

(b) If t E bi T then , fo 1' any neighbo1'hood U of t , t E bi U (in U's 
subspace topology). T herefore any open subspace of a biaccessible space 
is a biaccessible space 

(c) If 5 is a subspace of T then bi 5 C 1η T. 
(d) t ε bi T iff there is some countable subspace 5 of T such that 

t E bi 5 ‘ 

(e) T is a biaccessibJe space iff, fo 1' each nonempty open su bs pace 
U , bi U is nonempty; indeed, T is biaccessible iff each nonempty open 
su bspace is biaccessibJe. 

If each point of T has a neighbo1'hood that is a biaccessible space we 
might say that T is “locally biaccessible"; 2.1e, however, shows that a 
space is locally biaccessible iff it is biaccessible. 

The following theorem shows that every T decomposes uniquely into 
disjoint subsets F , U and A where F is the largest closed biaccessibJe sub
space of T , U is the largest open subset consisting soJely of non -biaccessible 
points and the points of the remainder A lie in the closure of {t E bi T: t 
does not belong to any biaccessibJe subspace of T} 

2.2 (a) If a subspace 5 of T is a biaccessible space then 50 is 따 closure 
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c/ S. 
(b) The uníon F of 띠1 biaccessible subspaces of T is c/osed and is the 

largest biaccessible subspace of T. 
(c) The largest open set U disjoint from biT is a dense subsel ofT\ F. 

Proof (a) Use 2.1c 
(b) If D‘ is dense in 낀 then UiDi is dense in Ui Ti so (b) follows from 

(a) and 2.1 c. 
(c) Let V = {V C T : V is open and V n biT = 0}. The open set 

U = UV is the largest element of V. Let W be a nonempty open subset of 
T\F. W is not a biaccessible subspace so W contains a nonempty open 
subset V containing no biaccessible point of ~ν ， hence none of T either 
by 2.1b. Thus, V E V; therefore, T \ F C cl U. If F meets U then some 
biaccessible subspace S of T meets U. Therefore U contains a biaccessible 
point of S which, by 2.1c, must be a biaccessible point of T as well. As 
this contradicts the way V is defined, it follows that F does not meet U, 
i.e ., that U C T \ F. 

Products-Examples 2.3 . (a) The discrete doubleton space 2 has no 
biaccessible points , yet each point of the Cantor discontinuum H is biac
cessible and H is homeomorphic to the product 2ι 

(b) No point of N ‘ = ß N \N is biaccessible (2.5) , yet N ‘ x N- is a 
biaccessible space (4. 1). 

The previous two observations suggest that even though there may be 
a pau city of biaccessible points in component spaces, this poverty need not 
carry over to their product. The following theorem confirms this suspicion 

Product theorem 2 .4 . (a) The producl of a biacessible space T with any 
topological space S is a biaccess ible space. 

(b) Every poinl of the product T of an infinite family {파 b E B} of 
nonsingleton T1 -spaces is biaccessiblej therefore the product T is a biac
cessible space. 

(c) lf the T1-spaces S and T have dense subsets consisting of accumu
lat ion points of discrete sequences then T x S is biaccessible. 

Proof (a) Any basic open subset U x V of T x S contains a point (t ,s) 
with t E bi T . Let (t n ) be a discrete sequence from T such that t is 
a cluster point of t he alternate sequences (t 2n ) and (t 2n- 1 ); (t n ,s) is a 
discrete sequence in T x S and (t ,s) is a cluster point of (t 2n ,s) and 
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(t2n-h S) 
(b) By (a) , it suffices to consider B = N. Let t = (tn) E T. FOI 

each n , choose Sn E 끄 different from tn. For each k E N , let rk E 
T have Sk a.s its k-th coordinate and be t n at all the rest. Obviously 
T n • t. To see that (rn ) is a di screte sequence, we argue as to why TI is 
isolated. Cboose a neighborhood U] of SI in TI that does not contain t l 

(UI X ITn>2 Tn) n {rn } = {r tJ. As each point of T is biaccessible, T is a 
biaccessible space. 

(c) We show tbat eacb ba.s ic open su bset U x V 。이f T x S coα이n따lt때때a비IIl S 
biaccessible point. Each such neighborhood contains a point (/, s) where t 

and S are accumulation points of discrete sequences (tn) and (Sn ), respec
tively, in T and S. For each n , let r2n_) 二 (tn’ S) and T2n = (s , tn); (t ,S) 
is c1early a c1 uster point of (7'2n-tl and (r2n) ' The argument tha l. (rn) is a 
discrete sequence is based on arguments such as the following: T here is a 
neighborhood U in T that contains / 1 and no other /η 0 1' t since T is T I 

(U x S) n {rn} = {(t), s)} = {T tJ 
ote that any countably compact 되-space without isolated points ful

fill s the requirements of 2.4c. 

2.5. Let E be a cO'ltnlable discTele subset oJ th e Tychono 7J space T and 
consider the Jollowing three statements 

(a) Disjoint subsets oJ E d“lωo not s떼ha7'，‘'e acαcmu띠L 

(b비) cl샤TE is homeomorphic 10 a S'ubspace oJ ß N 
(c) clT E is homeomorphic 10 βN 

Statements (a) and (b) are equivalent wbi le each is implied by (c); if 
T is compact and E is infinite then a ll t hree are equiva lent 

Proof (a) =} (b). Evcry subset of discrete space E is a zeroset of E. As 
di sjoint subsets of E have disj이 nt closure in clTE , then clTE c ß E c ß N 
([6 , 6.7(6)]). 

(b) • (a) Suppose i : clTE • ßN is a homeomorphism (into) . The 
countable set i(E) is C '‘-embedded in ß N (6 , 60(6)]). Therefore disjoint 
subsets of the discrete subset i(E) cannot have co이om메nnπInon accu따umu띠la와tμLμlon o이이 n 1 

pOIn뼈1 

des잉ired statements about E and clTE in T. 
Fi때ly， (c) • (b) is trivial and , for E infinite and T compact, (a) 

implies that E c clTE c βE c ßN so clTE is a copy of ,8 N 
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3. Sequentially Small Spaces 

Following Ku띠l! 
each infini te subset A of T contains an infìnite subset C whose closure does 
not contain a copy o[ ßN. Sequentially compact spaces are sequent ia1ly 
smaJ l and so are metric spaces. The f01l0wing theorem provides a succinct 
characterization of sequentially small spaces 

3 . l. T is sequent ially small ifJ T does not contain a copy of ßN 

Proof If T contains 00 copies of ßN it is obviollsly sequenti aJly small 
Conversely, suppose t hat ßN is a subspace o[ T . Since the closure of 
any infinite subspace of ßN contains a copy of βN [6 , 60(6)], T is not 
sequentiall y small 

The following notion is generally stronger than sequentia1ly small : the 
things co incide in compact Hausdorff spaces (3.3a, 3.5) 

Definit ion 3.2. A Hausdorff space T is sequenlially pinched if no closed 
subspace of T is homeomorphic to an infini te subspace of ßN 

Examples 3.3. (a) As a sequentially pinched space does not contain a 
closed copy of N , it is countably compact. As every topological space 
of cardinality < 2' is sequentially small, N is sequentiaLl y small but not 
sequentially pinched 

(b) A sequen t ially compact Hausdorff space T is sequentially pinched 
An infini te closed subspace F of such a space must contain a di screte 
sequence and its limitj by 2.5, no such space can be homeomorphic to a 
subspace of ß N 

(c) The Tychonoff plank T ([6, pp. 123-125]) contains a closed copy of 
N so it is not sequentially pinched. However, ,ßT = (ω1 + 1) x (ω + 1) is 
sequentialIy pinched since it is sequent ially compact. 

3.4 . A sequentiallν pinched Tychonov space T without isolated points is a 
biaccessible space 

P1'Oof Let U be a nonempty open set and let V be a nonempty open 
subset of U whose closure is contained in U . Since V is an infìni te subset 
of a Hausdorff space, it has an infìnite discrete subset E. Sin ce T is 
sequentially pinched , cl E is not homeomorphic to any subspace o[ βN . It 
f01l0ws [rom 2.5 t hat E has di sj이 nt subsets with a common accumulation 
point t. N ow t is a biaccessi ble point of T and is in cl E c cl V ζ U. 

3.5 . If a Hausd07ff space T is sequeηtially pinched then it is sequentiallν 
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small. The conνerse holds if T is a compact HaμsdorjJ space. 

Proof As a copy of ßN in a Hausdorff space is closed, a sequentially 
pinched space cannot contain ßN. 8y 3.1, T is sequentially smal!. 

Conversely, suppose that S clTS is homeomorphic to an in l1nite 
su bspace of ßN in the compact Hausdorff space T. Since S is compact , it 
is a copy of an infinite closed subspace of ßN. As such , it must contain a 
copy of ßN by [6 , 60(6)]. 8y 3.1 , T is not sequentially sma.!!. 

The product of any nonempty biaccessible space, [0 , 1] say, with 더N is 
a biaccessible space by 2.4a. It is clearly neither sequentially pinched nm 
sequentially small 

4. Further examples and a question 

Example 4.1 was suggested by Dow [2] and led to 2.4 c. It is a biacces 
sible compact Hausdorff space with a dense set of non-biaccessible points 

Example 4. 1. 8y [4, 3.6.15], no nontrivial sequence in N' ßN\N 
converges; hence, the same is true for the compa.ct Ha.usdorff sp a.ce T = 
N" x N'. The 、vea.k P -points of N" a.re dense and so {(p , q) : p and q 
are weak P -points } is a. dense set of non-bia.ccessible points of T. T is a. 
biaccessible space by 2Ac and the rema.rk after the theorem 

Gillman and Jerison ([6,9.15]) construct a counta.bly compa야 S배space 

G of ßN whose sqllare G x G is not pseudocompa.ct. Their construction 
is modified in 4.2 to produce a sequentially small subspace G of ßN 써1ich 

is a pseudocompad and not countably compact space but whose sqllare is 
sequentially sma.1I and not pseudocompact. Sequentially pinched spaces . 
by contra.s t , are collnta.bly compact by 3.3a 

Example 4.2. 1n [6, 9.15] use ε = {S C N ‘ S is infinite }. For any 
S E ε ， the clopen set clβNS is homeomorphic to ßN and therefore has 
ca.rdinality greater than c. As the weak P -points of N' are dense, the 
set of those contained in clβNS\S has ca.rdinal따 at lea.st c. Thus , the 
points Ps chosen in [6, 9.15] may be assllmed to be weak P -points, so as 
to produce a. set of c weak P-points P = {ps : S E ε} of N". As noted in 
[6 ], G = N U P has a sqllare G x G which is not pselldocompact. As card 
G < card ßN , G and G x G are both seqllentially sm a.l!. Clea.rly neither 
is sequentially pinched 

G is pseudocompact ([7]). If C is a denumerable subset of P then 
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the closure of C io G is contained in P . Consequently any poteot ial 
accumu lat ion point of C in G is a weak P -poin t of N *. C is therefore 
closed in G and G is not countably compact 

Kunen [9] notes a lemma due to Malykhin [10]: If ßN is embeddable io 
a product TInEN Tn of ∞mpact Ha usdorff spaces Tn then ß N is embedda ble 
in at least one Tn . T hus, a countable product of sequentially small compact 
Hausdorff spaces is sequentially small . 

Q uest ion 4.3 . vV hat products of sequentially pioched spaces are sequeo • 

ti ally pinched? 

In 4.3 the number of factors needs to be limited. Let J( be the collection 
of characteristi c fu nctions on N. Since ßN is embedded in 2K , ßN is 
embedded in any product TI s<t X , where t ~ c = \[( \ and each X , contains 
a t least two points . Moreover, Shapirovsk ii ([11 , Cor.3]) answers 4.3 for 
t-many compact Hausdorff factor spaces where t < cJ(c) , t he cofi naljty of 
C. 

Fedorcuk ([5]) shows that the existence of a compact Hausdorff space of 
t he cardioality of t he cootinuu m with no nontrivia l convergent sequences 
is consistent with ZFC . Such a space is sequen tially pinched since it 
cannot contain ßN 

Question 4 .4. Without additional axioms, is there an infinite regular 
sequent ially pinched space wi t h no nontri vial convergent sequeoces? 
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